Solutionary Security and Compliance

Services for Regulatory Compliance

Solutionary aids organizations in addressing industry-specific regulatory compliance and vendor management challenges as well as assesses overall information security programs for the purpose of compliance. Solutionary delivers practical solutions which enable life cycle compliance management, supports getting compliant and staying compliant, as well as proving compliance.

Solutionary uses experienced staff and proven methodologies to identify, verify, and document information security and regulatory compliance policies, processes and procedures. All PCI assessments are performed by experienced, fully qualified QSAs, using the most current PCI-DSS. Other assessments maximize the effectiveness of the HITRUST CSF when appropriate to help manage the assessment to best practices. Solutionary’s managed services natively support the requirements itemized in the regulations and standards that have the most significant impact on your business, allowing you to automate compliance management. Solutionary delivers continuous compliance monitoring solutions, enabling active compliance information so that clients know when they are meeting compliance requirements, and when they are not.

Consulting services and scans help identify and measure compliance. Compliance requirements are combined with superior analytics to manage compliance information about the client environment.

Ongoing information is available on-demand through the ActiveGuard Security & Compliance Portal. The portal makes managing compliance easier, and more transparent.

Compliance services available on the ActiveGuard Security and Compliance Platform actively supports a variety of industries, including:

- Financial Services
- Healthcare/Medical
- Retail
- Manufacturing
- Technology
- Government
- Food/Hospitality
- Leisure/Recreation
- Utilities
- Education

Simplify Compliance

Solutionary is a one-stop solution for all things compliance, simplifying client’s efforts and reducing compliance costs for the business to reach, maintain, and prove compliance.

Benefits include:

- Experienced, Certified Resources
- Expert Knowledge Transfer
- Industry and Client Specific Solutions
- Audit and Compliance Ready Report

Solutionary is a:

- HITRUST CSF Assessor, with multiple HITRUST Certified Practitioners
- PCI-approved scanning vendor (ASV), with multiple ASV Engineers
- Qualified security assessment company (QSAC) with multiple QSAs
- PA-DSS approved assessor with multiple senior PA-DSS-QSAs
Solutionary – The Next Generation Managed Security Services Provider

Solutionary, an NTT Group security company, reduces the information security and compliance burden, delivering flexible managed security services and threat intelligence that align with client goals, enhancing organizations’ existing security program, infrastructure and personnel.

Solutionary Services Include:

- Targeted Threat Intelligence
- Log Monitoring and Management
- Managed Security Services
- Security Device Management
- Professional Security Services
- Vulnerability Management
- Compliance Services
- Cloud and Virtualization Security
- Critical Incident Response

Services are delivered to clients through multiple 24/7, fully redundant security operations centers (SOCs).

The patented ActiveGuard® Security and Compliance Platform is the technology behind Solutionary services.

ActiveGuard is able to accurately collect, analyze and correlate vast amounts of data from virtually any application or device capable of producing a log file. This allows Solutionary to improve security while making it more efficient.

ActiveGuard® Features Include:

- 24/7 Log Collection and Active Monitoring
- Security Event Escalation
- Context-Aware Alerting
- Advanced Analytics to Detect Threats
- View Status, Configurations and Change History
- Global Threat Intelligence
- Industry and Compliance Reporting
- Customized Reporting
- Evidence and Log Vault

The Solutionary Difference:

- 100% Security Focused
- Customer Service is Our Culture
- Patented Technology with Advanced Analytics
- Global Threat Intelligence — SERT
- Acknowledged Leader by Industry Experts and Analysts

Solutionary Clients Receive:

- Peace of Mind
- Unparalleled, Passionate Customer Service
- Flexible, Easy to Do Business with Partner
- Extension of the Internal Team
- Optimization of Existing Technology Investments
- Strengthened, Accelerated Security Program
- Reduced Cost of Security
- Advanced Threat Detection and Context-Based Alerts
- Visibility to Make Informed Security Decisions
- Cross-Device Correlation
- Eased Audits and Compliance Support
- Dedicated Service Delivery Manager

Global Threat Intelligence – SERT

The Solutionary Security Engineering Research Team (SERT) protects and informs Solutionary clients through security threat research, vulnerability analysis and the development of effective countermeasures.

Get Started Today

See how Solutionary can help optimize security, improve efficiency and ease compliance. Contact an authorized Solutionary partner or Solutionary directly.

866-333-2133  |  info@solutionary.com  |  Solutionary.com

Solutionary, an NTT Group security company, is the next generation managed security services provider (MSSP), focused on delivering managed security services and global threat intelligence.
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